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Welcome to the June 2020 Research Round-up. This month we will look at an article by Warren, M.G. and 11 colleagues in 2019, 
although it just showed up in PubMed. This article is in “Journal of Pediatrics”. Click on the URL above to go to the citation and 
abstract and find links to full text. Remember to download the handouts “Critical Review of the Literature” and the Research 
Roundups definitions file if you need information on any of the abbreviations used. We will go through this article as we have the 
previous ones, to better understand what was done and what we can draw from this study.   

Title:  The title accurately describes the goals of the study. The authors wanted to assess the frequency of gastrostomy tube (GT) 
placement in a population of extremely low birth weight (ELBW) infants, as well as explore their associated medical comorbidities, 
and long-term outcomes 

Abstract:  The abstract accurately matches the article. They describe the objectives and study design. This is a retrospective cohort 
study of ELBW infants from 25 centers enrolled in the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Neonatal Research 
Network’s Generic Database and Follow-up Registry from 2006 to 2012. Results are listed in the abstract and are like the results in 
the main article. The conclusion is also listed in the abstract. 

Background or Introduction:  For the entire article, there are 32 references; of these, 19 references were published prior to 2010; 13 
published in 2010 or later. In the background section, 7 of the 17 articles cited were prior to 2010.  The background is succinct. The 
authors point out that we know a fair amount about the frequency of G-Tube placement, but less about reasons for placement, 
comorbidities, and outcomes in ELBW infants. I always enjoy reading the Background of an article. I often learn something or find an 
article that I want to read. This is no exception. The authors share that the rate of G-Tubes has doubled in VLBW between 2000 and 
2012.(Hatch et al. 2018) I tracked down the reference and am looking forward to reading it.  

Patient Population: Infants in this study were patients in one of 25 centers enrolled in the National Institute of Child Health and 
Human Development Neonatal Research Network’s Generic Database and Follow-up Registry from 2006 to 2012.  These centers 
were academic tertiary centers. A total of 4549 infants were included in these analyses  Infants were excluded from the database if 
they had significant congenital heart disease, malformations of the upper airway or GI tract, or a syndrome/ chromosomal 
abnormality, or if they had a G-Tube because they had short bowel. Only infants who survived, attended the follow-up visit, and for 
whom outcome data at discharge and at follow-up were included. The mean gestational age for the cohort was 25 weeks, with those 
received a G-Tube slightly younger (25.73 weeks vs 25.43 weeks). 11% of the infants who received a G-Tube were SGA, compared to 
7% of those who did not. These were the two baseline characteristics that were statistically different between those infants who 
received a G-Tube and those who did not.  
 
Methodology:  All surgical procedures were recorded in the database prior to discharge. If the G-Tube was placed after discharge, 
that was recorded during the follow-up visit. Parents were asked whether the infant had a G-tube or button placed during a routine 
follow-up appointment at one of the follow-up clinics that participated in this registry.  Follow-up appointments were between 18- 
and 22-months corrected age initially, and then changed to between 22- and 26-months corrected age after July 1, 2012.  Since this 
analysis spanned 2006 to 2012, only 6 months of data would have been collected during the 22-26 months corrected age visit.  Data 
that was collected as part of the follow-up visits as well as at the time of discharge included whether the infant had had a G-Tube 
placed. Demographic data included race, sex, and maternal education level.  Medical factors included birth weight, small for 
gestational age (SGA), BPD, severe intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), periventricular leukomalacia (PVL), and necrotizing 
enterocolitis (NEC). The definitions for each of these medical factors were provided (for instance, stage IIA or greater on modified 
Bell staging criteria).  I find it fascinating that they did not include GI variables – especially GERD. Outcomes included respiratory (use 
of oxygen, diuretics, or bronchodilators at follow-up), feeding (use of thickened feeds, abnormal swallowing, dysphagia, or 
documented aspiration at follow-up), growth (weight, length, or head circumference <10th percentile for corrected age), and 
neurodevelopmental outcomes. The Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development-III and a standardized neurosensory 
examination helped to define neurodevelopmental impairments (NDI). NDIs also included moderate-to-severe cerebral palsy, gross 
motor function classification system level 2 using a standardized criterion, severe hearing impairment, or bilateral severe visual 
impairment.   
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Outcomes/Results:  333/4549 (7.3%) had a G-Tube placed. Most (76%) had the GT placed after discharge. Babies who received the 
G-Tube after discharge were more likely to have slower growth in head circumference, and more chronic breathing or feeding 
problems. Of course, this would make sense to me.  One thing to note here – when working with such a large database, it is much 
easier to find statistically significant differences. This is a function of statistics. So, we need to consider not only whether something 
is statistically significant, but also whether it is clinically relevant. For instance, as I mentioned the gestational age for those who did 
not receive a G-Tube was a mean of 25.76 weeks, compared to those who did receive a G-Tube whose mean GA at birth was 25.43.  
This equates essentially to about 2 days difference (25 5/7 vs 25 3/7 weeks). So, as we go through the results, keep this in mind.    

Neonatal characteristics that were statistically different included length of stay (72 days vs 40 days), percent of infants with BPD 
(77% vs 49%), IVH or PVL (29% vs 15%), and growth (weight, length and head circumference z-scores all higher in those infants who 
did not receive a G-Tube). A z-score is a way of looking at percentiles for growth. A z-score essentially is a translation of the 
percentiles surrounding the middle, with a z-score of zero equal to the 50th percentile. A z-score of -2 is equivalent to the 2nd 
standard deviation below the mean, or the 3rd percentile. The advantage of this is especially important when we look at the babies 
who are at the bottom and top of the growth curves.  You could have two babies both below the 3rd percentile, but one is a z-score 
of -2.1 and one is a z-score of -3.  Now you can more easily see the difference.  You can also add/subtract z-scores to look at rate of 
growth. In fact, that is what I did in my dissertation. I looked at change in z-scores as a way of identifying infants who were showing 
growth faltering and were at higher risk of reaching a weight-for-length that was <5th percentile. Interestingly, a diagnosis of NEC 
was not associated with receiving a G-Tube. Which is an unusual finding. But may be because they did not include infants with short-
bowel syndrome in the final analysis. For infants who had surgical NEC, 45% of infants who had short-bowel syndrome received a G-
Tube compared to 9% of those without short bowel syndrome. 

At follow-up most of the outcomes were statistically worse for the infants who received a G-Tube. Weight, length, and head 
circumference z-scores continued to be smaller for those who received a G-Tube. More infants also had a weight, height, or head 
circumference < the 10th percentile as well. The rate of weight and height gain were slower in the infants who received a G-Tube – 
but the authors did not find that to be true for head circumference. This fits with a soft guideline in nutrition. When the infant  
received suboptimal nutrition, the nutrition first goes to growth in head circumference, then in length, then in weight.  

Other differences seen at the time of follow-up included a higher percent of infants with a Neurodevelopmental impairment (61% vs 
29%). More infants had cognitive and language scores <70 on the BSID III (34% vs 8%, and 44% vs 16%) in the group who received a 
G-Tube.  Chronic breathing problems and chronic feeding problems were more common in the group with a G-Tube as well (55% vs 
30% and 59% vs 26%).  I do want to stop a moment here as well – 26% of infants who did not receive a G-Tube had parents who 
reported they had chronic feeding problems.  This is in infants who were 18-22 months corrected age (or up to 26 months corrected 
age for infants during the last 6 months of the study).  Consider what it would be like to be a parent of a child with a chronic feeding 
problem, who is constantly worrying about volume or variety.  After including center of birth and neonatal morbidities (as possible 
confounders), small for gestational age, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, intraventricular hemorrhage/periventricular leukomalacia, 
poor growth, and NDI were associated with GT placement. A confounder is a factor/variable that could be contributing to a finding. 
For instance, if half of the infants who received a G-Tube were from one hospital, then that hospital would likely be a confounder.  
About one-third of infants who received a G-Tube were taking full feedings by the time of follow-up (32%). Factors associated with 
infants who transitioned off G-Tube feedings included infants who were of Hispanic ethnicity, those with better NDI outcomes, and 
better breathing status.  

Between 2008 and 2011, 4% infants were discharged home with NJ- or NG-Tube feedings. Of these, 14% went on to receive a G-
Tube. Only 26% of infants who received a G-Tube also received a fundoplication at the same surgery. The authors note a wide 
variation in practice/center when it came to getting both a G-Tube and fundoplication vs just a G-Tube. 

Statistical Analysis:  Baseline characteristics, medical factors, and outcomes at follow-up are reported as descriptive statistics.   
Categorical variables (such as male/female) frequencies and percentages were reported, and differences in categories were analyzed 
using Chi-Square tests or Fisher exact test.  Recall from an earlier Research Roundup (April 2020), Chi-square tests look at whether 
there is a relationship between categories. You start with a 2x2 table. Fisher’s exact tests usually are chi-squared tests with very 
small numbers in at least one of the 4 boxes.  Means (average), Standard Deviations, medians, and Inter-Quartile Ranks were 
reported for continuous variables with differences tested using the Wilcoxon test. Median is the middle score of a distribution. You 
arrange the numbers in order, and the median is the number in the middle.  The interquartile range is a measure of where the 
“middle fifty percent” is in a data set, or most scores in the database are. Logistic regression models were used to assess 
associations between GT placement and neonatal morbidities and outcomes at follow-up. Odds Ratios were estimated with 
statistical significance determined by Wald Chi-square tests.  
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Discussion/Conclusions:  I love that these researchers talk about the fact that 76% of infants received their G-Tube after discharge, 
suggesting they lost skills after discharge from the hospital. I have said this for years of course, but it is always nice to have data to 
support that statement. They also highlight that most of these infants had chronic respiratory or feeding problems, and so we need 
to be following these populations very closely after discharge. They also suggest oral feeding therapy prior to and after a G-Tube is 
placed to help transition infants back to oral feedings that are safe and effective. They also state that “further work is needed with 
standardization of oral feeding practices both in the NICU and post discharge.” Of course, with SOFFITM that is the goal. Infants are 
developing and changing, but a standardized practice within which they can develop is helpful. The data that supports the use of 
SOFFITM showed that more infants whose parents were taught using the algorithms and concepts were eating better and did not 
need a feeding therapist.  

The authors cite an article by Adams-Chapman and colleagues from 2013 that 13% of infants born at 26 weeks gestational age had 
abnormal feeding behaviors.(Adams-Chapman et al. 2013)  These behaviors included an NPO order by a physician, a need for 
supplemental tube feedings, gagging/choking with oral feedings, documentation of aspiration, excessive drooling during feedings or 
difficulty swallowing.  Of these, I find “excessive drooling” interesting. I would not have included that in this list personally.   for (1) 
physician order not to ingest feedings by mouth; (2) any need for gastrostomy or tube feedings; (3) gags/ chokes or coughs with oral 
feeds; (4) documented history of aspiration; (5) excessive drooling during feeds; or (6) difficulty swallowing.  Warren and colleagues 
in this study go on to describe the various issues that are associated with poor feeding, like poor growth and development and 
negative parent-child interactions. They also discuss and recommend the practice of discharging home with NG-Tube feedings and 
recommend a large clinical trial of home NG vs GT feedings in infants who are medically stable but who have feeding problems.  

Limitations of the study that are identified by the researchers included the fact that they were unable to determine the best method 
for feeding infants in the NICU – prolonged hospitalization while the infants learns to eat, NG-Tube feedings or G-Tube feedings. 
They had no information on any complications after discharge home with an NG-Tube, nor did they have information about 
readmissions or time interval between discharge home and G-Tube placement. These would have been very good information to 
have from this study.  They also recognize that they had limited information on the infants who did not progress from NG-Tube to G-
Tube feedings, and the criteria for age at follow-up changed as well.  It started at 18-22 months and progressed to 22-26 months of 
age (corrected). I feel this is important because we have strong data that suggest feeding problems are higher in the 24 month old 
than in the 18 month old.(Cardona Cano et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017)  And finally, they state that parent recall is not the most accurate 
way of identifying G-Tube placement (although I would suggest something as traumatic for parents as this is more likely to be 
recalled correctly).  

Does this fit with your experience:  I really enjoyed this article. And it does fit with my experience. I do find babies go home orally 
feeding and then face a G-Tube surgery. And from a developmental standpoint this also fits. Babies discharge in 
reflexive/involuntary eating and transition to voluntary feeding patterns. And if feeding has not gone well this is when they stop 
eating. I would have liked to have had the researchers include GERD as a diagnostic code, but I understand why they might not have 
done so. GERD is difficult to diagnose and so the quality of the data might have been poor. But they do not mention why they chose 
not to include it as a diagnostic code. Of course, children with BPD in my experience do have more difficulty with establishing and 
maintaining oral feedings, but those with GERD are the ones I struggle with the most. What do you think? Do you feel they found 
what you would expect? 

Other and References:  Trial registration for the clinical trial is listed as ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT00063063.  I was directed to the 
Journal website for author disclosures and they disclosed no conflicts of interest. The National Institutes of Health, the Eunice 
Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD), the National Center for Research Resources, 
and the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences provided grant support. 
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